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BRIQUETTING PRESSES

BrikStar C 
BrikStar V
Hydraulic 
briquetting presses

up to 170 kg/h output
GS certified

www.tauruscraco.com



With the BrikStar V you can realize 
your individual briquetting solution.
The BrikStar V briquetting press can be easily 
integrated into your existing infrastructure. 
The Höcker project specialists implement your 
individual briquetting tailor-made.

Combine several BrikStar V briquetting presses with 
one feed container and process material quantities of 
up to 700 kg/h.

BrikStar V. V like „ Variable“   
„No space“ is not an excuse anymore.  
With the BrikStar V briquetting press, you benefit  
from unimagined freedom when setting up your press.

The hydraulic unit, the feeding screw, the press frame and the control 
cabinet are separate units in the BrikStar V. You can, for example, collect 
the chips outside in a MultiStar filter system, lead the transport screw 
through the wall and then let the BrikStar V do its job in an adjoining room 
- independently of the weather.
It couldn‘t be more variable.

Control cabinet with

touch panel

Hydraulic system

Main press cylinder

Compression chamber

Press frame

Pressing pliers 
with pliers cylinder

Valve block unit 

Packing 
cylinder

Feeding screw

A BrikStar V model in a combination insert with a moving floor container 
and a MultiStar filter system. The arrangement in a weather protection 
cabin allows comfortable access. With water pliers cooling for continuous 
operation.

Maximum briquette output with four BrikStar V 11 presses as quattro 
solution.

BrikStar V Quattro system with 4 x 11 kW presses on push-floor loading 
containers (2 x left, 2 x right) including water pliers cooling for continuous 
operation. Container feeding via cyclone with ring line and pneumatic 
transport system.The four BrikStar V 11 briquetting presses produce 700 kg/h of briquettes 

in highest briquette quality.

Briquette storage in Bigbag double container with frame and change over 
device.Switching possible according to preset briquette quantity.
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Variants and measurements

Bagging carousel AK 6/10-HW/HZ
(for automatic briquette filling)

There is no easier way to pack briquettes. Your bagging carousel is comple-
tely assembled and delivered ready for connection. The carousel stands 
stably and securely on three feet, each is equipped with a weight sensor. 
The six or ten plastic bags for the briquette bagging can be easily attached 
and quickly removed. The holder height can be adjusted to the bag sizes 
and the waste bags can be fastened and released quickly and easily by 
means of clamps. The bagging carousel reduces your work effort in 
briquette production to a minimum - remove full bags, clamp empty bags 
and continue production. 

Advantages
▪ space-saving design
▪ 6er or 10er variant selectable
▪ compatible with standard bags
▪ low energy consumption
▪ precise, automatic weighing device
▪ simplified briquette handling reduces personnel costs

The cooling section improves the briquette 
quality for difficult/demanding material.

Inspection door with viewing window.

Also available:
▪ Bagging carousel AK 6-HW/AK 10-HW

(with weighing device)
▪ Bagging carousel AK 6-HE/AK 10-HE

(without weighing device)
▪ Bagging carousel AK 6-HM

(manual variant)

Data and Measurements

BrikStar Vx model

Typ Briquetting performance
(depending on material)

Hydraulic 
motor (kW)

Floor space Overall height 
Press (m)

Ø Briquettes 
(mm)Press (m) Hydraulic (m) 

BrikStar V3 max. 50 kg/h 3.00 2.00 x 0.35 0.62 x 1.30 0.80 65

BrikStar V4 max. 70 kg/h 4.00 2.00 x 0.35 0.62 x 1.30 0.80 65
BrikStar V5 max. 100 kg/h 5.50 2.00 x 0.35 0.62 x 1.30 0.80 65
BrikStar V7 max. 130 kg/h 7.50 2.00 x 0.35 0.62 x 1.30 0.80 65
BrikStar V11 max. 170 kg/h 11.00 2.00 x 0.35 0.62 x 1.30 0.80 65

Weather protection housing for cooling lines.

With oil cooling, your BrikStar C or V is perfectly 
equipped for 24/7 operation. (with BrikStar C/V 
7 and 11 standard equipment).

Water pliers cooling for continuous operation 
(recommended from BrikStar C/V 7 and 11).

Briquette diameter 55 mm (instead of 65 mm) 
for difficult to briquette materials such as MDF.

With every turn. With every bag. Efficient!
Bagging carousels for automatic or manual operation

Options for BrikStar C and BrikStar V
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